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Marvel's Avengers: Infinity
War The Art Of The Movie
The future of the world is in danger! Grab some
colouring pencils and join your favourite Marvel
Super Heroes as they battle to stop the evil,
intergalactic Super Villain, Thanos. Features 24 pages
of colouring, activities and puzzles-perfect for all
Avengers fans!
This exciting junior novel tells the story of Ant-Man
and his Super Hero partner the Wasp through the
Marvel Cinematic Universe. Beginning with Ant-Man
(2015), and moving through Captain America: Civil
War (2016) the book includes original 'bridge'
material that stems from the close of Civil War until
the adventures of Ant-Man and the Wasp. © 2018
MARVEL.
"Based on the adaptation by Alex Irvine."--Back cover
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A
ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six Infinity
Stones. Joined by his formidable allies, he will be nearunstoppable at achieving his goal. The Avengers, the
Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and SpiderMan must join forces and fight side by side to stop
Thanos, while the fate of the Earth and the universe
lays in the balance. As the stage is set for Marvel's
Avengers: Infinity War, each Super Hero involved has
no way of knowing how their lives will be forever
changed. Captain America, Thor, Doctor Strange, and
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the Guardians of the Galaxy all have a role to play in
the coming cosmic war--but fresh off their own
independent adventures, they'll have to come together
as Thanos prepares his conquest. Told from unique
perspectives, each hero finds their stories accelerating
down the road to Infinity War! ©2018 MARVEL.
Infinity War Prelude
MARVEL's Ant-Man and the Wasp: The Heroes'
Journey
Marvel’s Avengers: Infinity War Hardcover Ruled
Journal
Amazing Fantasy
Avengers Infinity War
A deadly threat emerged from the cosmos--and
it was fulfilled. In the wake of Thanos's
horrifying success, the people of Earth are
left reeling in despair and confusion.
Without any logical explanation for the blipout event, those remaining must pick up the
pieces. Doctor Erik Selvig and his associate
Darcy Lewis are determined to find and
understand the cause of the devastation. With
a team of friends both old and new, they
embark on a pursuit of knowledge, eager to
discover the links between their own pasts
and the stones that decimated half of
humanity--the Infinity Stones. Little do they
know that a new foe who threatens to destroy
them all is looming ...
The battle that rocked the very foundation of
the Marvel Universe comes to you in one
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collected trade paper back. In the known
universe there are six stones, called the
Infinity Gems, that control all power, space,
time, minds, reality and souls. The mad
Titan, Thanos, brutally collects the stone so
that he may reshape the universe in the
visage of his love, the embodiment of Death.
His tribute to her; the death of half the
universe Only the combined forces of Earth's
heroes and villains stand in the way of
Thanos accession. Can even the mingled might
of the Avengers, Dr. Strange, the X-Men,
Spider Man and the Silver Surfer stay the
power of a god? Prepare True Believer, for
one of the greatest battles in the history of
the Marvel Universe What comic book fan
doesn't remember the threat of Thanos and his
quest for godhood. Infinity Gauntlet is a
modern classic that no collector would want
to be without
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos.
A ruthless warlord who plans to collect all
six Infinity Stones. Joined by his formidable
allies, he will be near-unstoppable at
achieving his goal. The Avengers, the
Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and
Spider-Man must join forces and fight side by
side to stop Thanos, while the fate of the
Earth and the universe lays in the balance.
This book features the stories of three of
the six Stones as The Collector recovers from
his run in with the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Desperate to repopulate his vast collection
of curios, he must contend with his brother,
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The Grandmaster, who comes to him after
facing Thor and the Hulk. The pair squares
off in a night of one-upmanship and speculate
on the only things in the universe that would
return The Collector to his former glory-the
Infinity Stones. '2018 MARVEL.
Continuing their popular Art Of series,
Marvel Studios presents its biggest
achievement yet: Marvel Studios’ Avengers:
Infinity War! A threat has emerged from the
cosmos: Thanos, a ruthless warlord who plans
to collect all six Infinity Stones. Joined by
his formidable allies, he will be near
unstoppable at achieving his goal. The
Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor
Strange and Spider-Man must join forces and
fight side by side to stop Thanos, while the
fate of the Earth and the universe lies in
the balance! Now, go behind the scenes with
this keepsake volume! Filled with exclusive
concept art for character, costume and set
designs, as well as in-depth interviews with
the filmmakers, Marvel’s Avengers: Infinity
War — The Art of the Movie provides exciting
insider details about the making of this
blockbuster film!
Avengers: Infinity War: Destiny Arrives
Age Of Ultron - The Art Of The Movie
Endgame - The Art Of The Marvel Cinematic
Universe
Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War - The Art of
the Movie
Titan Consumed
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The Avengers journey into deep space, where they
unite the intergalactic races against the
Builders--deadly aliens who seek to destroy the known
galaxy. While the heroes are gone, Thanos sets his
sights on Earth, sending the Black Order to launch the
assault. It falls to the Inhumans, Black Panther,
Doctor Strange, the X-Men, and more to defend the
planet. It falls to the other heroes of Earth--the
Inhumans, the Black Panther, Namor the SubMariner, Doctor Strange, the X-Men, and more--to
defend Attilan, Wakanda, Atlantis, and the rest of the
planet. To defeat Thanos, the defending forces will
need to employ a new weapon--one that may be as
deadly as the invading force.
It all comes down to this. Featuring concept art and
exclusive interviews, The Art of Marvel Studios'
Avengers: Endgame showcases the work behind the
culmination of 22 interconnected films. Go behind the
scenes with this keepsake volume!
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos, a
ruthless warlord, plans to collect all of the Infinity
Stones. Joined by his formidable allies, he will be
nearly unstoppable at achieving his goal. The
Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor
Strange and Spider-Man must join forces and fight
side-by-side to stop Thanos, while the fate of the Earth
and the universe hangs in the balance! Just in time for
the highly anticipated event, this exciting volume
celebrates the characters and concepts that will
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converge in May 2018, collecting art, interviews and
photography from films leading up to Marvel's
Avengers: Infinity War!
A guide to Marvel Studios' Black Widow movie.
Includes all-new interviews with the cast and talent
behind the cameras! Experience the interviews with
the stars and teams dedicated to bringing this brand
new movie to life! Featuring interviews with the stars
of the film: Scarlett Johansson, Florence Pugh, David
Harbour, and Rachel Weisz, this behind the scenes
book includes stunning photos and imagery from
Marvel Studios' latest movie. This title also includes
interviews with the crew responsible for bringing
Black Widow's world of espionage to life along with an
indepth look at the comic history of the iconic Marvel
character.
Marvel's Avengers: Endgame - The Art of the Movie
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: The Cosmic
Quest Vol. 1
The Road to Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War - The
Art of the Marvel Cinematic Universe
Avengers Infinity War: the Heroes' Journey
Marvel's Iron Man 3 - The Art Of The Movie
From comic-book legends to silver-screen super heroes! Marvel
presents an insider's look into the making of its cinematic universe
- assembling three Avengers in one stylish slipcase. Featuring
exclusive production artwork, behind-the-scenes photography, and
in-depth cast-and-crew interviews, this four-book collection is a
must-have for any fan of Mighty Marvel movies! COLLECTING:
Art of Marvel Studios: The Art of Captain America - The First
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Avenger, Iron Man, Iron Man 2, Thor
Space. Reality. Soul. A deadly threat emerged from the cosmos-and
it was fulfilled. In the wake of Thanos's horrifying success, the
people of Earth are left reeling in despair and confusion. Without
any logical explanation for the blip-out event, those remaining
must pick up the pieces. Doctor Erik Selvig and his associate Darcy
Lewis are determined to find and understand the cause of the
devastation. With a team of friends both old and new, they embark
on a pursuit of knowledge, eager to discover the links between their
own pasts and the stones that decimated half of humanity--the
Infinity Stones. Little do they know that a new foe who threatens to
destroy them all is looming... © 2018 MARVEL
An in-depth behind-the-scenes guide to the forthcoming Avengers:
Infinity War sequel, Avengers: Endgame! A deluxe collector's
edition detailing the follow-up film to the epic cinematic
phenomenon Avengers: Infinity War, Avengers: Endgame. Go
behind the scenes on the highly aniticipated Marvel film.
Your source for cinebriation - this compilation combines more
than 60 reviews from Alcohollywood's written film review columns
Fresh Pour and Rare & Vintage from 2013 into a single volume. Since 2011, Jared and Clint of the Alcohollywood podcast made
new drinking games for movies each week - new or old, good or
bad, they toasted to it all. In 2013, they added two new columns to
supplement their award-nominated podcast, adding even more
acerbic wit and in-depth analysis to the world of online film
criticism. Every witticism and criticism is included in this singlevolume compendium of more than 60 reviews form 2013's output
of Alcohollywood's two written columns - Fresh Pour, Clint's
weekly review of two new releases, and Rare & Vintage, Jared's
archaeological foray into lost forgotten filmic gems. If you're
searching for your perfect source for cinebriation, look no
further.
Alcohollywood - Our Year in Movies 2013
Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War Prelude
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Aftermath
Infinity War
Art of Marvel Studios

Relive the emotional and thrilling adventures from the film
Avengers: Infinity War, complete with original illustrations
that bring this tale to life right on the cusp of the release of
Avengers: Endgame, the film that will see the culmination of
every significant event in the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
Avengers: Infinity War The Official Collector's Edition is the
perfect companion piece to the blockbuster movie that has
earned the biggest worldwide opening of all time. Read
exclusive interviews with key members of the huge cast of
Avengers: Infinity War, from Avengers stars including Robert
Downey Jr., Chris Evans, Chris Hemsworth, Mark Ruffalo and
Scarlett Johnsson, Dr Strange himself, Benedict Cumberbatch,
Guardians of the Galaxy actors including Chris Pratt and Zoe
Saldana, Spider-Man actor Tom Holland, and much more!
Plus find out all about the making of the movie in an exclusive
interview with the writers and directors and get the full
lowdown on the events which have led our heroes to this
ultimate movie to end all movies!
Novels for fans of the film, who will want to read all about the
background to the Marvel Cinematic Universe before and after
seeing the film! Including five stories written from a different
point of view: Captain America from Black Widow's
viewpoint; Thor from Heimdall's viewpoint; Doctor Strange
from Mr. Wong's viewpoint; Gamora from Nebula's
viewpoint, and Iron Man from Happy Hogan's viewpoint.
In this new original novel by bestselling author Barry Lyga,
learn the origins of the most feared force in the universe, and
see how Thanos became the Titan consumed by his quest for
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power. Time Reality. Space. Mind. Soul. Power. Born on a
doomed world and made an outcast for his physical deviancy
and intimidating intellect, Thanos believes he sees something
everyone else chooses to ignore: a way to save his home and
the people of Titan for generations to come. But what he
perceives as genius, they see as madness. Now exiled from his
homeworld, Thanos is determined to find the means to return
to Titan and implement his plan. His journey through the
galaxy is a desperate race to save everything. Thanos will be
successful-no matter how many billions have to die to bring
balance to the universe. Learn the origins of the most
formidable foe the Avengers, Doctor Strange, the Guardians of
the Galaxy, and Black Panther have ever faced-a foe whom
even a group of remarkable people, pulled together to fight the
battles nobody else could, failed to stop. © 2018 MARVEL
Colouring and Activity Book
Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War
Beginning
Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War: The Cosmic Quest, Volume
2
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: Thanos

The Avengers have come a long way since they first
assembled to fight off an alien invasion. The past
five years have brought more and more challenges,
and Earth's Mightiest Heroes have always risen to
face them. But have they finally met their match in
the intergalactic despot Thanos, who seeks to inflict
his twisted will on all of reality? Just in time for the
highly anticipated event, this keepsake volume
celebrates the characters and concepts that will
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converge in April 2018, collecting art, interviews, and
photography from films leading up to Marvel's
Avengers: Infinity War.
Collects Thanos Rising #1-5. The vile face of Thanos
left audiences in shock after last summer's Marvel
Studios' "The Avengers" movie...but who is this
eerily disturbing villain? Discover the hidden truth, as
Thanos rises as the unrivaled rogue of wretchedness
in this gripping tale of tragedy, deceit and destiny.
Where did this demi-god of destruction come from and more importantly, what does he want from the
universe? Death has been shadowing Thanos for his
entire life, watching his inner darkness grow...but
why? The answers come from the incredible creative
team of Jason Aaron (Wolverine, X-Men Origins)
and Simone Bianchi (Wolverine, Astonishing XMen)! Prepare for a journey that will not only change
the course of one boy's life...but will soon change the
very nature of the Marvel Universe. What comes
after "Marvel NOW!"? Whatever it is, it starts HERE!
Assemble your heroic ideas and turn them into
actions with this hardcover ruled journal inspired by
the Avengers: Infinity War film. The Earth’s Mightiest
Heroes are back! Featuring iconic imagery from the
Avengers: Infinity War film, this stunning hardcover
journal captures the iconic look and feel of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe and is a must-have item
for fans. With sturdy construction and sewn binding,
this journal lies flat, and the 192 lined, acid-free
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pages of high-quality heavy stock paper take both
pen and pencil nicely to invite a flow of inspiration.
All this, plus a ribbon placeholder, elastic closure,
and 4.5 x 7.5–inch back pocket, perfect for holding
photographs and mementos. Note: storing
shawarma in the back pocket is not recommended.
Also collects Infinity #1 And Thanos Annual #1.
When a terrorist puts the Avengers at odds, Captain
America and the Winter Soldier go rogue to find him
- but Iron Man isn't far behind. Will the Avengers
survive the fallout? Then, find out where Captain
America, Falcon and Black Widow are headed next because the world needs heroes, whether it wants
them or not. Get a sneak peek at Tony Stark's brandnew armor! Get ready for 2018's biggest blockbuster
with this special prelude! Plus, with the Avengers
distracted, see Thanos seize his opportunity to strike
at Earth in the first chapter of Jonathan Hickman's
epic Infinity! Delve into the Mad Titan's past as he
joins himself on a time-bending journey of discovery
- one that sets the stage for his next cosmic
odyssey!
LEVEL 5
The Cosmic Quest
Infinity Gauntlet
The Art of the Marvel Cinematic Universe
Infinity War - The Art Of The Movie
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos.
A ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six
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Infinity Stones. Joined by his formidable allies,
he will be near-unstoppable at achieving his
goal. The Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy,
Doctor Strange, and Spider-Man must join
forces and fight side by side to stop Thanos,
while the fate of the Earth and the universe lays
in the balance. As the stage is set for Marvel's
Avengers: Infinity War, each Super Hero
involved has no way of knowing how their lives
will be forever changed. Captain America, Thor,
Doctor Strange, and the Guardians of the Galaxy
all have a role to play in the coming cosmic
war--but fresh off their own independent
adventures, they'll have to come together as
Thanos prepares his conquest. Told from unique
perspectives, each hero finds their stories
accelerating down the road to Infinity War!
Collects Infinity War #1-6, Warlock and the
Infinity Watch #7-10 & Marvel Comics Presents
#108-111. When evil dopplegangers of the
Marvel heroes appear, it's all-out war! Why has
Magus unleashed them on an unsuspecting
world? And is the heroes only hope Thanos?!
Plus, will the Infinity Gauntlet swing the tide of
the war?
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos.
A ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six
Infinity Stones. Joined by his formidable allies,
he will be near-unstoppable at achieving his
goal. The Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy,
Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join forces
and fight side by side to stop Thanos, while the
fate of the Earth and the universe lays in the
balance. This book features the stories of three
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of the six Stones as The Collector recovers from
his run in with the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Desperate to repopulate his vast collection of
curios, he must contend with his brother, The
Grandmaster, who comes to him after facing
Thor and the Hulk. The pair squares off in a
night of one-upmanship and speculate on the
only things in the universe that would return
The Collector to his former glory--the Infinity
Stones. ©2018 MARVEL.
The fourth installment in the blockbuster
Avengers saga is about to hit theaters! An
action epic like no other, it will be the
culmination of 22 interconnected films  and
audiences will witness the finale of this epic
journey across the length and breadth of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe! This collectible
volume features art from the films leading up to
this thrilling event  including additional
behind-the-scenes images, interviews and
photography from Avengers: Infinity War! Relive
the road to the fourth Avengers film, and
prepare yourself for the cinematic experience of
a lifetime!
Avengers Infinity War - Activity Book
ART OF MARVEL STUDIOS: ROAD TO
AVENGERS INFINITY WAR
The Road to Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War
Avengers: Infinity Prose Novel
Marvel's Avengers
Continuing their popular ART OF series of
movie tie-in books, Marvel presents its latest
blockbuster achievement! Featuring exclusive
concept artwork, behind-the-scenes
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photographs, production stills, and in-depth
interviews with the cast and crew, THE ART OF
IRON MAN 3 provides an insider's look into the
making of the highly anticipated film directed
by Shane Black and starring Robert Downey Jr.
This keepsake volume is co-written by comicbook authors and novelists Stuart Moore and
Marie Javins!
The Avengers assemble again in Marvel Studios'
follow-up to the record-breakingÿMarvel's The
Avengers.ÿRobert Downey Jr., Chris Hemsworth,
Mark Ruffalo, Chris Evans, Scarlett Johansson
and Jeremy Renner reprise their roles as worldsaving heroes in an adventure like no other. In
this new collectible volume, go around the world
with the Avengers in page after page of
stunning concept art, production design, visual
effects, revealing set photography, and
commentary from cast and crew, including
writer/director Joss Whedon and producer Kevin
Feige.ÿMarvel's Avengers: Age of Ultrontakes
Marvel's Cinematic Universe to new heights in
yet another silver-screen triumph.
Collects Amazing Fantasy (2021) #1-5, Amazing
Fantasy Prelude Infinity Comic (2021) #1. An allnew vision of the Marvel Universe! Spy-school
Black Widow, teenage Spider-Man, World War II
Captain America - the most iconic versions of
your favorite Marvel characters from across
time and space - all wake up on an island of
intrigue, darkness and amazing fantasy. Are
they dead? Are they dreaming? Or have they
truly been transported to another fantastical
realm? And as the heroes explore their uncanny
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surroundings, can they find a way to return
home? This isn't just a love letter to your
favorite Marvel eras, it's a reinvestment in the
seminal characters you've always loved, plucked
from their quintessential timelines. This is the
one you've been waiting for, True Believers - an
Amazing Fantasy for the ages, featuring Kaare
Andrews' unique artwork!
Collects Marvels Avengers: Infinity War
Prelude #1-2, Infinity #1 And Thanos Annual
#1. When a terrorist puts the Avengers at odds,
Captain America and the Winter Soldier go
rogue to find him  but Iron Man isnt far
behind. Will the Avengers survive the fallout?
Then, find out where Captain America, Falcon
and Black Widow are headed next  because the
world needs heroes, whether it wants them or
not. Get a sneak peek at Tony Starks brandnew armor! Get ready for 2018s biggest
blockbuster with this special prelude! Plus, with
the Avengers distracted, see Thanos seize his
opportunity to strike at Earth in the first
chapter of Jonathan Hickmans epic Infinity!
Delve into the Mad Titans past as he joins
himself on a time-bending journey of discovery 
one that sets the stage for his next cosmic
odyssey!
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: The Heroes'
Journey
Marvel's Avengers Infinity War Prelude
Marvel's Avengers Infinity War: The Official
Movie Special Book
Marvel's Avengers Endgame: The Official Movie
Special Book
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Marvel's Black Widow: The Official Movie
Special Book

Follow the Avengers of the Marvel Cinematic Universe
in their adventures leading up to this summer's
blockbuster event, Marvel's Avengers: Infinity War!
Plus, tales from the long and villainous history of the
Mad Titan, Thanos! COLLECTING: MARVEL'S
AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR PRELUDE 1-2,
INFINITY 1, THANOS ANNUAL 1
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A
ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six Infinity
Stones. Joined by his formidable allies, he will be nearunstoppable at achieving his goal. The Avengers, the
Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and SpiderMan must join forces and fight side by side to stop
Thanos, while the fate of the Earth and the universe
lays in the balance. As the stage is set for Marvel's
Avengers: Infinity War, each Super Hero involved has
no way of knowing how their lives will be forever
changed. Captain America, Thor, Doctor Strange, and
the Guardians of the Galaxy all have a role to play in
the coming cosmic war-but fresh off their own
independent adventures, they'll have to come together
as Thanos prepares his conquest. Told from unique
perspectives, each hero finds their stories accelerating
down the road to Infinity War! '2018 MARVEL.
Continuing their popular Art Of series, Marvel
Studios presents its biggest achievement yet: Marvel
Studios' Avengers: Infi nity War! A threat has
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emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A ruthless warlord
who plans to collect all six Infi nity Stones. Joined by
his formidable allies, he will be near-unstoppable at
achieving his goal. The Avengers, the Guardians of the
Galaxy, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join
forces and fi ght side by side to stop Thanos, while the
fate of the Earth and the universe lies in the balance.
Go behind the scenes with this keepsake volume!
Filled with exclusive concept art for character,
costume and set designs, as well as production stills
and in-depth interviews with the fi lmmakers,
Marvel's Avengers: Infi nity War - The Art of the
Movie provides exciting insider details about the
making of this highly anticipated film.
Thanos Rising
The Heroes' Journey
Marvel Die-Cut Classic: Avengers Infinity War
The Road To Marvel's Avengers
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: The Cosmic
Quest Volume Two
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